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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A heat exchanger for passing a heated liquid in indirect 

heat transfer relationship with a coolant ?uid and com 
prised of a container having an opening at its upper end 
closed by a closure member. The heated liquid is disposed 

> within the container and has a liquid level spaced below 
the closure member. Partition means in combination with 
the closure member form a multiplicity of ?uid cham 
bers at the upper end of the container. The ?uid cham 
bers are positioned in a number of radially arranged 
groups and a plurality of U-shaped seamless tubes extend 
downwardly from the chambers into the body of liquid. 
Each tube has its inlet connected to one ?uid cham 

ber and its outlet connected to the radially inner adjacent 
?uid chamber within the same group. The cross sectional 
area of the tubes interconnecting adjacent ?uid cham 
bers within the same group increases radially outwardly 
from the innermost pair of adjacent ?uid chambers. The 
partition means and the closure member are arranged 
whereby individual groups of tubes can be removed from 
the container and replaced by another group with a mini 
mum of effort and loss time. 

The present invention relates to a heat exchanger for 
exchanging heat between two liquid ?uids. 

In case one or both of the ?uids are corrosive the 
apparatus is easily attacked, if special regard is not taken 
to this fact in the design of the apparatus. Particularly, 
such types of damages as pitting, crack corrosion, ten 
sion corrosion and common corrosion may occur. Among 
these types of damages the pitting is the most di?icult 
one to control, especially if sea-water is used as coolant. 
This is often the case in cooling concentrated sulphuric 
acid in connection with its commercial manufacture. 

In the manufacture of sulphuric acid the most com 
mon type of cooler is the trickling cooler. This cooler 
consists of horizontally positioned pipes of cast iron ar 
ranged one above the other and in ‘which the acid is 
passed. Water is poured on to the outer surfaces of the 
pipes so as to ‘?ow from the upper pipes to the lower 
ones. This type of cooler requires a space of about 16 m? 
for a cooling effect of 1 million KcaL/hfand it is 
necessary to operate with relatively high acid tempera 
tures in order to obtain a reasonable area of heat ex 
changing surface. . 

Another type of cooler commercially used is made 
from acid resistant steel and has a spirally shaped cool 
ing vsurface. In view of the attack on the material it 
is necessary to limit the temperature of the entering acid 
to about 55°. Therefore the cooling surface must be 
about as great as that of a trickling cooler for a given 
cooling effect. The space demand is, on the other hand, 
‘only about a fourth of that needed for a trickling cooler. 

In want of water in any useful form, air coolers made 
from acid resistant material are employed. Very great 
cooling surfaces must in such a case be resorted to. 

In case of de?ciency in a cooler of the above men 
tioned performances it is necessary to interrupt the stream > 
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of acid, which mostly has a detrimental in?uence upon 
the acid production and in certain cases necessitates stop 
ping of the production during repair or replacement of 
the defective cooler. 
The object of the invention is to provide a heat ex 

changer in which the above disadvantages are eliminated. 
It shall also provide the advantage that the space demand 
for a given cooling effect is extremely limited, e.g., about 
2 square meters per 106 KcaL/h. It is further an object 
to eliminate working conditions known to favour cor 
rosive attacks of the above mentioned types except forv 
common corrosion. Moreover, it is an object, for instance 
by powerful back-mixing of acid entering the apparatus, 
to make feasible to keep a high temperature of the enter 
ing acid without subjecting the structure material to too 
high stresses. Further objects and advantages will be 
evident from the following description. 

_ The main object of the invention is obtained by a heat 
exchanger comprising an upright container having a bot 
tom and a substantially vertical wall enclosing a liquid 
space and having inlet and outlet for said liquid con 
nected to said liquid space, and a cover structure on top 
of said container, inlet and outlet for said ?uid con 
nected to said structure, a plurality of submerging tubes 
suspended‘ from said structure so as to submerge into 
said liquid space, each submerging tube being seamless 
at least in the region submerging into said liquid space 
and adapted for one passage of said ?uid down and up, 
said sumberging tubes being interconnected in said struc 
ture so as to form at least one passage way for ?uid 
from said inlet to said outlet, said cover structure com 
prising a plurality of chambers connected in series, ad 
jacent chambers being interconnected by at least one of 
said submerging tubes. Although a submerging tube may 
consist of an outer tube suspended from the cover struc 
ture and an inner tube inserted therein so that ?uid can 
pass downwards in the interspace between the outer and 
inner tubes and upwards in the inner tube, or vice versa, 
the'subtnerging tubes are preferably U-shaped seamless 
tubes. Thereby the cooling can be more effectively con 
trolled and the cooling surface be better dimensioned ' 
with regard to effective heat. exchange and appropriate 
streaming properties as well as to mechanical strength. 
This is so especially if all tubes are of equal diameter, 
which moreover facilitates the manufacture and keeping 
spare tubes in store. The tubes should be long so that the 
effective cooling surface submerging into the liquid be 
great relative to the surface of tube portions between the 
liquid surface and the attachment of the tubes to the 
cover structure. It is possible to make this effective sur 
face about 9:10 of the total surface. ’ > 

In order to prevent, possibly corrosive, liquid from 
entering into the tube system in case of leakage the pres 
sure of the ?uid in the tube system should be kept higher 
than that prevailing in the liquid in the container. In 
case of cooling sulphuric acid with water, such as sea 
water, or generally a heavy liquid with a'lighter ?uid, 
consideration must also be taken to the difference in den 
sity. According to the invention the higher pressure can 
be attained by pumping the ?uid against a resistance at 
the end of the tube system, for instance in the form of 
choking means, such as a constriction in the passageway 
near the ?uid outlet. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the total 
cross-sectional open area of the submerging tubes which 
interconnect two of said adjacent chambers, partof one 
of said passageways, is smaller for two adjacent cham 
bers situated nearer said ?uid outlet than for those sit 
uated further therefrom, at least close to said outlet. 
That means that in the passageway of the tubes, in case 
the tubes have equal diameter, the number of tubes de 
crease successively in the direction of flow of the ?uid. 
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One advantage with the decreasing sectional area of 
?ow in the tube system is that the increased ?ow resist 
ance consequential to high speed of flow is obtained only 
at the latter portions of the passageway for the ?uid, 
where it is especially required, since the ?uid has there 
become heated and thus less effective in cooling capacity 
which is compensated by its increased speed. Giving the 
?uid high speed also in the earlier portions of the pas 
sage way would mean waste of pumping power. 
To obtain a compact apparatus requiring but a small 

?oor surface the invention provides a heat exchanger in 
which the container is substantially circular, possibly 
oval, and the ?uid inlet is arranged at the periphery and 
the ?uid outlet near the centre of the container. If the 
number of tubes decrease in the ?ow direction the tubes 
may be so arranged as to be evenly distributed in the 
liquid space of the container, which is advantageous for 
the e?iciency of the heat exchange. 
The invention comprises a heat exchanger in which said 

submerging tubes form an assembly of sections, each sec 
tion comprising at least one of said passageways for the 
?uid and being easily removable from said assembly, so 
as to become replaceable for repair or inspection. Pref 
erably, the cover structure comprises a support frame 
work, and each of said sections comprises a bottom plate, 
openings in said frame work, each opening accommodat 
ing one of said sections thereby being closed by the bot 
tom plate of said section. By these arrangement it is pos 
sible to run the apparatus without or with only very short 
interruptions, also if a tube has to be replaced. One or 
more sections can be kept in spare and rapidly replace a 
defective section. 
The ends of the tubes are passed through and liquid 

and air tightly secured to the bottom plate of the cover 
structure, care being taken partly to avoid local electro 
lytic elements and partly to warrant an attachment of 
sufficient mechanical strength for resisting the bending 
forces that may arise as a result of the movements of 
the liquid in the container, which, under circumstances, 
may have a horizontal component. 

In an improved embodiment of the invention the cover 
structure is air-tightly attached to the wall of said con 
tainer and at its central portion has a vertical plate air 
tightly secured to it and projecting at least downwards a 
limited extent so as to form a central shaft, said sub 
merging tubes being located between the wall of the con 
tainer and said vertical plate, an air-tightly enclosed gas 
space being thereby formed to house a gas cushion at 
the places where said tubes are attached to said cover 
structure. The extent to which said plate shall project 

' downwards is determined by the requirement that a pro 
tecting gas cushion shall be formed; usually one or a con 
ple of decimeters will do, and about one-tenth of the 
depth of the tube may be reasonable. By this arrangement 
the sensitive attachment of the tubes to the cover struc 
ture are protected even if the supply of corrosive liquid 
should vary considerably and occasionally be excessive. 
Also over?ow arrangements can be avoided so that the 
liquid can be transported away from the container by the 
aid of the propelling means used for feeding the liquid 
to the container. 
The sulphuric acid to be cooled has usually a tempera 

ture of over 80° C., sometimes even up to about 100° 
C. So hot an acid is strongly corrosive, particularly with 
regard to the tube material. In an embodiment of the 
invention for eliminating this drawback the inlet of the 
container for the liquid opens centrally at the bottom 
of the container, a propelling means being arranged cen 
trally in said container and so as to counteract the in 
?ow of liquid through said inlet. Thereby the entering 
hot liquid is effectively mixed with already cooled liquid 
and the mixture becomes less attacking. The temperature 
of the liquid at the heat exchanging surface will thus 
be lower than ‘would otherwise have been the case and 
consequently the differential temperature at said surface 
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4 
be reduced. This would normally be considered less 
attractive from a heat exchanging point of view. How 
ever, in practice sea-‘water is often used as coolant and, 
owing to its salt contents it is strongly corrosive at tem 
peratures over about 35° C. This is also a reason for 
keeping the temperature of the liquid in the container 
at a relatively low value. Nevertheless, and in spite of 
the ‘fact that the invention can not utilize countercur 
rence, the heat exchanging capacity is surprisingly high. 
This is partly due to the fact that the speed of ?ow of 
the cooling ?uid is increased as the ?uid passes through 
the tube system. 

Moreover, the ‘heat transfer can be increased by the 
introduction of wave-shaped inserts in the tubes which 
increase the turbulence of the ?uid and consequently the 
heat transmission from ?uid to tube wall. 
The inserts should be arranged so as to contact the 

tube at several places and made of a metal that is more 
easily ionized than the metals of the tube material, so 
that the metal of the insert will rather go into solution 
than those of the tube. The insert then acts as an offer 
electrode. This is of particular importance if in emer 
gency case the circulation of coolant ceases while the hot 
liquid is still in the container. 
On the attached drawing the invention is illustrated 

diagrammatically by way of an example of the heat ex 
changer and FIG. 1 shows a vertical section while FIG. 
2 shows a horizontal section thereof. 
The illustrated heat exchanger consists of a cylindrical, 

internally lined container 1 having a central inlet open 
ing 2 for the hot acid at the bottom and one or more 
outlet openings 3 for the cooled acid in the side wall of 
the container. The upper portion of the container is pro 
vided with a ?ange ‘4, on which the carrier structure 5 
rests. This is provided with a vertical plate forming a 
central piece of tube or shaft 6, from which arms 7 
extend radially to the periphery of the container. Sec 
tions 10 of a cover structure are inserted in the open 
in-gs between the arms and carried thereby and cooling 
elements in the form of U-shaped tubes 9 are suspended 
from sections 10 so as partly to submerge into the hot 
acid. These hair pin shaped tubes are made of acid 
resistant steel and both ends of the tubes are secured 
to a bottom wall plate 8 of the section 10 and resting 

. on the ?ange 4. The tubes are passed through and rigidly 
secured to the plate. The cover structure 10 is subdivided 
into a number of chambers by vertical partition walls 13 
and has studs 11 and 12 for the admission and extrac 
tion, respectively, of cooling water, which is forced to 
pass down and up through the hair pin tubes by means 
of said partition walls in the cover. The number of tubes 
connecting two adjacent chambers is reduced from the 
periphery towards the centre, which renders the cooling 
water an increasing speed of ?ow as it is heated. The 
subdivision of section 10 of the cover structure permits 
the removal of individual groups of chambers and tubes 
9. In order to cathodically protect the acid resistant steel 
an iron plate or rod is inserted in each tube, bent in a 
sinus-shaped curvature so that metallic contact is ob 
tained ‘with the inner surface of the tube at an arbitrary 
number of points. The end chambers of structure 10‘ are 
connected via studs 11 and 12 to inlet and outlet water 
conduits 14 and 15, respectively, which are provided with 
closing valves 16 and are connected to annular inlet and 
outlet main conduits 17 and 18, respectively. 
The tube piece ‘6 carries a centrally positioned driving 

device 20 for an agitator 19 which is rotated so as to 
counteract the in-?ow of liquid through inlet 2 and cause 
the entering liquid to be mixed wit-h already cooled liquid. 
The direction of ?ow is substantially vertical downwards 
in the centre and upwards in the region of tubes 9. De 
pending on the shape of the propelling means there may 
be some degree of rotation of the liquid about the axis 
of the container. 
The shaft or tube piece ,6 is extended downwardly to 
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some extent whereby a gastight space is formed in the 
upper portion of the container above the acid level be 
tween the shaft and the wall of the container, and a gas 
cushion is formed when the acid level rises above the 
lower edge of the shaft. This arrangement warrants that 
even at too high a level of acid in the container the acid 
does not come into contact with the attachment of the 
tubes to the plate 8 of the cover structure v10. 

In operating a heat exchanger as described and illus 
trated and with a total effective cooling tube surface of 
184 sq. m. sulphuric acid in an amount of 6.6 cu. m./ 
min. was cooled ‘from 90° C. to ‘63° C. (measured at 
the inlet and outlet of the container) with sea-water that 
was heated from 10° C. to 25° C.(measured at the inlet 
and outlet of the cover structure). The tubes were pro 
vided with inserts and the agitator worked as back-mixer. 
That means that 5 million KcaL/h. were transmitted in 
the heat exchanger. A K-value of 720 has been obtained. 
The invention is not limited to the described embodi 

ment but comprises every kind of execution where the 
principles of the invention are applied. Thus, the tubes 
or the cover structure or both may be made of compound 
material, such as stainless steel outside and copper inside. 
The tubes may be secured to the bottom plate of the cover 
structure under the intermediation of an electrically 
insulating material, such as a bushing of plastic material, 
so as to prevent corrosion by formation of electric local 
elements. 
We claim: 
1. A heat exchanger for passing heated liquid in in 

direct heat transfer relationship with a coolant ?uid com 
prising a container open at its upper end, a closure member 
disposed across and closing the open end of said con 
tainer, said container adapted to hold a body of liquid 
therein and to have a liquid level in its upper portion ' 
spaced below said closure member, a liquid inlet into said 
container disposed below the liquid level, a liquid outlet 
from said container disposed below the liquid level, wall 
means in combination with said closure member forming 
a multiplicity of ?uid chambers at the upper end of 
said container, said fluid chambers arranged in a number 
of radially extending sector-like shaped groups, each of 
said groups containing at least three of said ?uid cham 
bers, a plurality of tubes disposed within said container 
and extending downwardly from said closure member into 
the body of liquid, each of said tubes having an inlet open 
ing secured to one of said ?uid chambers and an outlet 
opening secured to another said ?uid chamber disposed 
within the same said group and positioned radially in 
wardly from and adjacent to the ?uid chamber containing 
the inlet opening, a ?uid inlet to each of said groups of 
?uid chambers secured to the radially outermost ?uid 
chamber in each group, a ?uid outlet from each of said 
groups secured to the radially innermost ?uid chamber 
in each of said groups, and in each of said groups the 
total cross-sectional ?ow area of said tubes interconnect 
ing adjacent ?uid chambers increases outwardly from 
the innermost pair of adjacent ?uid chambers, whereby 
said ?uid chambers within each group in combination 
with said tubes secured to said ?uid chambers within said 
group form a radially inwardly directed ?ow path for 
the coolant ?uid as it ?ows in indirect heat transfer rela 
tionship with the heated liquid contained within the 
container. 

2. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 1, where-in 
said ?uid chambers and said tubes connected thereto 
within each of said groups are removable as a unit from 
the container whereby a replacement can be inserted in 
place of the removed group without disturbing the opera 
tion of the heat exchanger. _ 

3. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 1, wherein 
said tubes have a U-shaped con?guration. 
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4. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 1, wherein 

each of said tubes within one of said groups has the 
same diameter. 

5. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 2, wherein 
said closure members comp-rises a plurality of radially 
extending arms disposed in angularly spaced relationship 
forming therebetween openings in said closure member, 
and said wall means comprise a plurality of cover sec 
tions supported by said arms and closing the openings in 
said closure member, ‘and partitions arranged on said 
cover sections and forming in combination therewith a 
plurality of said ?uid chambers whereby said cover sec 
tions are selectively removable from said closure member 
for removing the tubes secured therewith from within 
the container. 

6. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 5, wherein 
said tubes are integrally attached in sealed relationship 
to said cover sections.’ 

7. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 5, wherein 
a tubular member is connected to said closure member 
and extends downwardly into said container to a point 
above the liquid level therein, said tubular member spaced 
centrally Within said closure member inwardly from the 
innermost ?uid chambers within said groups of ?uid 
chambers and tubes, said closure member secured in ?uid 
tight relationship to said container whereby a gas space 
is formed within said container between the liquid level 
therein and the surface of said closure member within 
said container whereby the tube connections to said ?uid 
chambers are spaced from the body of liquid within said 
container. 

8. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 1, wherein 
said liquid inlet is disposed centrally in the lower end of 
said container and said liquid outlet is positioned in the 
side of said container at a location intermediate the 
liquid level therein and the lower end of said container. 

9. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 8, wherein 
stirring means are provided within the liquid space in 
said container for circulating the liquid therein. 

10. A heat exchanger, as set forth in claim 9, wherein 
said stirring means comprises a dependently supported 
shaft extending downwardly into said body of liquid from 
said closure member, a bladed member located at the 
lower end of said shaft, and means for rotating said shaft 
and said bladed member mounted on said closure member, 
whereby a stirring effect is imparted to the liquid within 
said container causing it to ?ow downwardly from the 
bladed member along the lower portion of the container 
then upwardly along its sides to the upper surface of the 
liquid level and then returning downwardly along the 
center of the body of liquid to the bladed member for 
recirculation. 
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